
There are many ways to lace your Sedona sandals. Our recommended methods are shown below. See the next 
page for tips on wrapping the laces around your lower leg.

Lacing Sedona Sandals
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Single Lace (Leg Wrap)
Your sandals will most likely arrive laced 
in this pattern.

Start by pulling the lace through the 
toe loop (1) so that both sides are 
even. Follow the diagram to feed each 
end of the lace through the outside 
of the front holes (2), then cross the 
laces and feed them through the 
inside of the back holes (3).

Double Lace (Slip-On)
If you do not want the laces wrapping 
around your legs then this handy 
setup allows you to quickly slip them 
on/off without untying. 

Start by pulling the lace through 
the interior back hole (1) so that 
both sides are even. Follow the 
diagram to feed both ends of the 
lace through holes 2–4. Feed only 
one end of the lace through hole 5, 
then tie both ends together. After 
confirming that the laces fit well, cut 
off the excess length at the knot (6).



Lacing Around the Leg
There are many ways to wrap the sandal laces around your leg. If your laces are too long then you can cut them 
shorter. Here are a few of our favorite leg wrapping styles:

Tying Your Sandal Laces
When you have the laces threaded and/or wrapped to your liking then you just need to tie them into place. You can 
use any knot of your choosing, but we have found square knots to work well.

How to tie a square knot:
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Questions? Contact Us!
www.softstarshoes.com/contact
Email: elves@softstarshoes.com
Phone: (541) 753-5845

“The Tesla” “The Roman” “The Nick”


